SERVICE DESIGN

Health and Daily Living at Waqweans designed by IDEO with Waqweans

SOCIAL IMPACT DESIGN

"An Apple a Day" Children's Nutritional Tracker designed by Douglas Hulley and Adrian Gatherer, IDEA of Design Interface Inc. and Dave Pickup and Lisa Cagiglio Johnson of Famosi LLC

Backpack BedTM designed by Tony Clark and Lisa Clark of Swag for Homeless • The Backpack Bed is a portable single-person outdoor sleeping unit. It is lightweight, fully functioning backpack that rolls out into an outdoor bed with a built-in insulated mattress. It is made from lightweight, fire-resistant materials that are resistant to mildew. It is intended for use by the homeless or for people displaced by natural disasters.

Erikordo Charcoal Briquette Cooking System designed by Ramon Fordy, Kobe Haranuki, Adam Shaw and Paul Long of Design Impact, Bob Roth, Kory Gummerson, Justin Miller and Meghan Moore of Kaleidoscope and Jayang Bangjo, Ujira Mitagishwaili, Jessey Isawatong and Samearchit Kathiravan of IDEAW

Parvaa Kastam: Fair Trade Soup designed by Ramon Fordy, Kobe Haranuki, Lisa Baker, Daniel Timothy Edmondson, Kiu Javan and Paul Long of Design Impact; Lucy Barber, Aaron Kurosaki, Chetan McIver and Michael Muller of Kaleidoscope and Ujira Mitagishwai, Jessey Isawarotong and Samearchit Kathiravan of IDEAW

Anexo Rescue Backboard designed by Joel McKnight of Art Center College of Design

arc mouse designed by Shouhong Shen and ChengShuo Kim of iBeaksuck University (South Korea)

AURA designed by Philip Hancock and Andrewd of Uuml;ed Institute of Design (Sweden) for Philips Consumer Lighting (Germany)

A Ava designed by Shreyan Pathak of IDEA International School of Design (India)

BaseCamp by Zipcar designed by Drew Piorko, IDEGA of The Clevelend Institute of Art

Blackberry Phone designed by Felix Lengstein of Carleton University (Canada) for Research in Motion (Canada)

Blind Spot Laundry Kit for the Visually Impaired designed by Chekesha Jones of Art Center College of Design

Bottle Screw Collector designed by Xiang Ge, Haibo Mao, Yusheng Yin, Wuliang Zheng, Song Gao, Run Xu, Qi Meng, Xiao Li, Jiewei Huang and Ya Tang Schoo of Design United Nations University (China)

Boundery designed by Soinge Shing of Hong Kong University (South Korea); Wajun Kim of Silla University (South Korea) and Yimin Jeong of Yongd University (South Korea)

Braille Magic Cube designed by Chen Cai, Shan Huang, Yil Chen, Chuanxian Xie, Gaozi Hong, Angja Winter and Walter Yang of Samsung Design Management (China)

Braille Pot designed by Sunghoon Jung and Dongwoo Jung of Yongnam University (South Korea); SungHo Lee of Sungkyunkwan University (South Korea) and Deoksoo Park of Dongguk University (South Korea)

BRABLE BIGHT designed by Hamin Lee and Seung-Hee Kim of Konkuk University (South Korea)

Cap Del Tassaro: Safe Aqua designed by Seth-Walshman and Yifan Kim of DesignEnvelope at Art Center College of Design for Innovation Center of UN Tsavo past M-Pesa

Color hook designed by Li Yiyue, Fu Yucai and Hai Chung-Reul of National Taiwan University of Technology (Taiwan)

Combí Ground designed by Chunjui Yang of Academy of Art University

Convenient Cavity designed by Heeyong Park, Haimin Bao, Yianzheng Liu, Wenchao Zhang, Song Guo, Feng Zeng, Ken Xu, Jiawen Zhang, Mingcong Hu, Jieqiong Wang and Pengpeng Mao of School of Design, Dalian Nationalities University (China)

Correct Road designed by Heo So Hyun, Yoonjung Zhou, Zhoua Jin, Minye Lu, Wenhua Zhang, Kun Xu, Song Gao, Chengu Gao, Yunfeng Ren, Delin Meng, Mengzhao Jin and Lien Zhang of School of Design, Dalian Nationalities University (China)

Crawler Sickbed designed by Heerre Bao, Weihua Zhang, Zhengrui Liu, Xiuyun Zhang, Yanxin Gao, Song Gao, Kun Xu, Chengu Sun, Hanwu Pu, Xia Jin and Pengpeng Mao of School of Design, Dalian Nationalities University (China)

dipping cover designed by Brit Su Hyun of Sangung University (South Korea) and Hoon Nan of Sungshin Women's University (South Korea)

Dispatch: Mine ATU Concept // Ambulance - Taxi // Utility designed by Willem van Buren of Uuml;ed Institute of Design (Sweden) for New Bolden AG (Sweden) and Atlas Copco AG (Sweden)

Diver Distress Signal System (DDS) designed by Salmon Dojin Sakehouse, Gooho Gailkki and Chorong Yang of Uuml;ed Institute of Design (Sweden)

Dustbin designed by Won-nak Lee, In-ha Tak, Sun-min Yu and Ilyoung Jung of Hong Kong University (South Korea)

Easy Eye Drops designed by Karin D.U.O Ann of Konkuk University (South Korea)

Every Grow designed by Avian Droons of Uuml;ed International School of Design (Sweden)

EOO Interactive Experience Design of Virtual Gowning System Face to Museum & Exhibition designed by Xuan Xu, Xia Huang, Jiehong Chen and Gang Hu of Xihua University (China)

EG Personal Hood Protection for Mining Environments designed by Maxine Dubuque of Uuml;ed Institute of Design (Sweden) for Balden AG (Sweden) and Atlas Copco AB (Sweden)

Embracing Warmth designed by Jiahwa Lee of Chonbuk National University (South Korea)